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Grand Opening!!
Center to Open March 2.5th

BORROWED MONEY

Pres. Golding said that the
Student Center was built on borrowed money and is only
temporary. Later on , WSU hopefully will have a much larger
Center. The borrowed money
will be paid back through student fees. Pres. Golding explained that USU may someday
sell the University Center building to the state for a University
building. The building is "on .
state property but is really a
private enterprise." explained the
President.
·There will be a cafeteria in
the new Center but WSU will
also retain our present cafeteria
in Allyn Hall. The ARA in Millett will be r.emoved.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Dr. Golding talking with students concerning the issue of beer
on'. campus. Dr. Golding meets with any ·interested students
every month. Watch the GUARDIAN for the date of the next
meeting.
MICKIE COOK

Seemed undesirable. The question
of where the beer facility would
Pres. Golding met with inter- be located was also brought up.
ested WSU students last Wednes- Many felt that it should be sepaday, February 26, for his rate from the regular ~ating area.
monthly discussion session. It It ~ee~ that spa~e m th~ ~ew
was emphasized that this is an . Umver~1ty Center is. very ~ted
open meeting to anyone who has and this wo~d be impossible at
questions, opinions, or sugges- the pr~sen~ time. .
tions that they wish to have
It 1s still und~c1ded at wh~t
heard. Present at the meeting hour~ the beer will be . served if
were various University officials permitted on campus. Smee WSU
to aid m answering questions: has large numbers of ~tudents on
Fred White Mrs. Dixon and campus at all hours of the day
members ~f the Board of the restricting of serving hours
Trustees. Any students who are would deny many. ~tudents ~the
interested were urged by Dr. u.se of the beer facility. All quesGolding to attend ~
tlons were turned over to the
Beer was the main topic . Student Center Board.
.The Stud~nt C~nter wa.s also a
brought up at the meeting. Pres.
Golding expressed his concern porn~ of discuss~on durmg the
over the effect that beer on meetmg. Mrs. Dixon, the mancampus may have on automobile ager .of the Cente~, explained
accidents at WSU. Most students that smce students will not be on
felt that the facility should be campus because of spring break
open to all members of the tne Center will not o.pen. until
academic community. The show- the 25th of March, ~hich 1s also
ing of I.D .'s and fee receipts the first day of Sprmg Quarter.
Guardian Staff Writer

Student employment will
definitely be utilized in the Center as well as any other feasible
area on campus. The change of
students being placed in managing positions is doubtful. Mr.
White said that "most schools
agree that contract food services
do a better job." He said that
the library right now has a real
problem manning itself with 9ependable student help because
students want time off during
exams and breaks.

Student Assistance
Have you ever needed five
dollars to drop a class, but you
were broke and not getting paid
until next week? Have you
planned to work in the summer
to help pay for next year's education, only to find no work is
available? Is your family unable
to finance your education? If the
answer is yes, and you've never
visited the Student Aid Office,
perhaps you 're not aware of one
of the most important services
available to Wright State University students.
Over the years the costs of
higher education has steadily increased. The future indicates no
change. Most students become
hard-pressed for money sometime
during their years in college, but
see work as the only way to
finance their education. In addition to work opportunities, the
Student Aid Office offers two
other methods of financing a
college education. These are long
term loans and gift aid in the
form of scholarships and grantsin-aid. These programs will be
discussed in detail in future issues of the Guardian.
Generally the amount of as-

LIMITED SPACE
Limiting space in the Center
made i impossible to provide
areas for individual student clubs
and organizations. There will be
two conference rooms that can
be used for meetings. One is
small and holds about 15-20
people and the other holds about
35 people. Only the Student
Government offices will be located in the Center.
Students are once again invited to attend the opening of
the Student or University Center
at 12:45 on March 25.

FINAL SCHEDULE

Finals
Thursday,

March

13, 8 :00

a.m. - English 11-12-13*; 10:30
a.m. - classes meeting at 9:45 M; 1 :00 p.rn. - Economics
11-12-13*; 3:30 p.rn . . - classes
meeting at 8:15 - M.
Friday, March l4, 8:00 a.m.
- Education 202*; 10:30 am. Classes meeting at 11 : 15 - · M;
1:00 p.rn. - History 12*; 3:30
P.m. - Classes meeting at 3 :45 -

T.

· Saturday, Marc.h 15, 8:00 am.
- Political Science 12*; 10:30
a.rn. - Cla~es meeting at 8: 15 T; .1:00 p.rn. - Classes meeting
at 12:45 - T; 3:30 pm. Classes meeting at 9:45 - T.
Monday, M,arch 17, 8 :00 am.
- Classes meeting at 2:15 - T;
10:30 am. - Cla~es meeting at
11 :15 - T; 1 :00 pm. - Classes
meeting at 2:15 - M; 3:30 p.rn.
- Classes meeting at 3:45 - M.

(Sat. March 15,1969)
1. The above refers to Day
A.M. POL.sc.12
8:00
Oasses only. (Those whose meet11
Classes meeting
ing time begins at 3:45 p.rn. or 10:3D
earlier).
at 8:15 T .F.
2. Final examinations will be l:OOP.M. Classes meeting
held at the above specified times
at 12 :4.5 T .F.
based upon the first usual· cla~
11
3:30
Classes meeting
meeting day of the week unless
at 9:45 T.F.
the course is indicated separately.
In cases of courses with multiple
~ctions, the first group meeting
Bus· Schedule;
day is to be regarded as the first Lv. 3rd & Main • • 7: 30
11
cla~ meeting.
10: 00
3. Final examination period is 11
12: 30
2 hours in length.
11
3 : 00
4. Evening classes (those beginning at 4 :00 p .m. or later)
will begin their fmal exams on ~v. C-:•.mpus ••••••• 9: 45
12:15
Tuesday, March 11 and will be 11
2:45
examined on their customary 11
5:30
meeting night and time at their 11
regular time.
5. Conflicts are· to be resolved
Quotes
by the department nearest the
Those who complain about
end of the alphabet.
*Specific room assignments to the way the ball bounces· are
be announced and posted by the often the ones who dropped it.
by Bruce Lefler
department.
~,.,.,.

sistance awarded to a student is
based upon his financial need.
This need is determined from the
financial foformation provideq by
the student and his family on
forms which are available in the
Student Aid Office.
Wright State in addition to its
own scholarship and loan program participates in the federally
sponsored National Defense Student Loan, Educational Opportunity Grant and College WorkStudy Program. Next year the
funds available to assist students
in these programs will be greatly
increased. No student need drop
out of Wright State because he
cannot finance his education .
While it may seem early to
talk about financial aid for next
year , now is the time to make
application. All students . are
eligible to apply. Each student
and his situation is individually
evaluated. If you think you will
have difficulty financing your education next year, now is the
time to explore the programs
offered by Wright State University.
Contact the Student Aid Office', 151 Allyn Hall.

Convict Converses
having coffin-like cells similar to
San Quentin's.
Furthermore, he explained the
Who cares? This was the central theme of the talk by Bill behavior therapy which was used
Sands, an ex-convict from San during the period of his imQuentin Penitentiary, who spoke pr i so nm en t. Before Warden
·on February 24 in Oelman Audi- Duffy came to San Quentin, the
torium to approxi_rriately 400 stu- men were treated like animals so
they acted like animals. Under
dents.
He began his story by telling Duffy's guidance, the men were
about his. home life. His father treated like men and they acted
was a • drunken judge and his like men. Prisoners do not riot
mother was- a sadist. Raised in against fair treatment or good
this kind of atmosphere, Bill food J:?ut against being treated
sought . their affection but. it was like animals. Outdated penal into no avail. Then he tried an- stitutional methods should be
other method of getting this love modernized, that is, made less
that he needed to desperately; he impersonal and more compassion·
began to steal. He became a thrill ate, Sand's feels.
The new warden, Clinton T.
bandit but he was not successful
in his ventures. Finally, he was Duffy, brought humanitarian
sent to reform school where he changes to San Quentin. He had
learned how to "succeed" in life. been appointed warden after a
He was taught by his fellow serious prison riot. To show his
"classmates" how to pull the courage and his willingness to
right kind of robbery - to steal help the prisoners, Duffy did
a car instead of using your own something no other warden dared
and to use a loaded gun instead to do - he walked in to the
prison courtyard alone and unof an unloaded one.
With this new-found knowl- armed toward 6000 inmates. Inedge, Bill set out to make his stead of tearing him apart limb
fortune. Before he knew what by limb as the guards expected,
was happening, Bill found him- they cheered and applauded him.
self before a judge who was With this act, he won their resentencing him to serve three life spect; he could walk in any part
terms at San Quentin. At the of the prison without having to
tender age of twenty, he entered fear his safety. During his twelve
the penitentiary as number years as warden, Duffy did not
have one stabbing incident.
66386.
At this time, Bill was in soliNow as a convict behind bars,
Bill began to feel the hopeless- tary confinement because he had
ness, the resentment, and the burned down the jute mill.
despair which all men in prison Warden Duffy visited him with
inevitably feel. His cell, which he the hope of changing Bill's ways.
called a cage or snake pif, was When confronted by Duffy, Bill
8'6" long and 6'5" wide with countered with, "why should I
two men to each one. He cited change? No one cares what hapthe Cincinnati Work.house as (Continued on poge 10
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The ·Guardian
Opinion

RECIPE

~ECRETS

FROM OUR CAFETElllA

The Time Zone

arriving ten minutes late is not in
"What time zone do you my bag!
teach in?"
SPEAKli°"G OF TIME
This question is one frequently asked by WSU instructors. It's
Soon the country will . be
no wonder class time schedules changing to Daylight Savings
are ridiculous to keep. Wright Time again. It is important to
State University actually is di- note this system is based on an
vided into time belts.
old Sioux · Indian tribal custom.
One must remember to .set The Sioux had a plan whereby
one's watch back when moving they cut off one end of a blanfrom Allyn Eastern to Millett ket and sewed it on the other
Midwest Some floors of the dif- end, thus making the blanket
ferent buildings have bucked the longer.
(system?) and set up time on
Wright State has improvised
their own.
its own system; it cuts off one
It would be nice if the Univer- end of the blanket .... and
sity could cil.ibrate · the clocks! throws it away!
Leaving ten minutes early and

IF THE PIGS

Lelten To Tlae Editor
House-

Endorsed

The money is by no means
Dear Editor,
tt.F.
The Presidents House is under- being wasted, for once the house
way. But there has been quite an is completed, it will enable the
objection to it, especially from President to use· the "old salesthe more militant groups on cam- man" technique of obtaining
pus. True, the house is an old more funds for the building of
issue, but perhaps I can clear up our University. This way he can
the misunderstandings by pre- wine and dine the State and
- :.>'-- - senting the . real facts with no Corporation Officials, thereby
coaxing them to donate more
distortion.
In November 1965, Governor funds for the enlargement of · ·Unfortunately this gifted institu- is satisfied to sit high atop its fectively on both organizational
Rhodes appointed an advisory wsu.
tion, an intellectual oasis carved mountain of non-involvement, and individual levels. Let's make
I can understand why some
committee for Wright State Uniout of the majestic and tranquil becoming an ever increasing an effort to wipe out the two
versity. The purpose of this com- students . would be against the
Ohio forests, surrounded by ever- souree and symbol of Black frus- extremes of apathy and seemmittee was to advise the Presi- · house, not knowing the full
more fertile cowpasture, does not trations, past, present, and fu- ingly irresponsible complaint.
dents and the Boards of Trustees facts. I hope that I have cleared welcome, wholeheartedly, Black ture. Here it stands on that The' Action Line is a good place
of the parent universities, Miami up the misunderstandings. that brothers and sisters on its beau- ebony ribbon known as Airway to begin.
teous campus. Except for an an- Road, isolated and thereby sheland Ohio State University, on the students have. But I fail to
The Student Senate appears
matters which would require of- see why sonie faculty members nual unenthusiastic excursion to tered from any reprisals which very open to complaints and sughave
objections
to
the
Presidents
the local high schools, and a few might be wrought by the dis- gestions made on the Action
ficial action by the p~ents to
bring the future of Wright State house. They should be able to vague references by area news gruntled community it helped to Llne. No matter how misguided
University into being; It was then reason it out for themselves, and media, Wright State remains a perpetuate.
the complaint or the complainer
agreed that one of the commit- if not, they do have some access mystery to much of the Black
Carl J · Foster may seem, the Senate, dispite its
ments to be made to any candi- to the facts which I have just Populace.
·
fawts, answers .these issues in -a
date for the Presidency would be stated. AS one student so rightThe administration must be
Dear
Editor
way that is usually best calcuthat he would be required to live fully stated, "You've got to edu- removed from the. protective barL. lated to bring about the greatest
.
What
th
d
t
cate
the
faculty."
A
ion
me
.
oes
e
c
Th
in a residency to be provided by
riers of convenient, moderate board in Allyn have to say about good for· ~l of Wnght
Sta~e. e
Dick
Boss
the University.
complacency. Its priorities must
communications at Wright State? Senate will soon be ~g an
Therefore, may I point out, Dear Editor:
be . changed from building a
Is l.t ne cessary that almost every effort
r
.to have Senators m the
that prior to the selection of Dr.
In a recent article which ap- - $200,000 mansion (or castle) to letter
be char t · d b
ca1etena and other areas to perac enze y exagall d al . h
. t f
. Golding as University President, peared in the Guardian, President setting up adequate scholarship
1
it was decided that whoever the Golding was reported as having funds for Black Students. The geration, name calling, and need- son y e wit . comp am s. o
less profanity? It might be more stud:nts. Other. 1de~ are being
President would be, he would be suggested that the reason why departments of Psychology,
constructive for the writer to consider~d t~ widen the scope of
required to live in a residency Black Students attend Wright Sociology, Political Science, Art, ·
hi
.
.
commumcation among groups
d . di .d al
t
S u ' ,,.t's
provided by the University.
State in such small numbers was Music, Economics, and English . sign s name to his own ideas
for a h
Thi
·t think an m VI u s a
. . . .LN
It is true that the house will the existence of Central State literature should consider, as an
.c ange.
s wn er
s try to begin with the Action
d h
.t r
t 't's
probably cost $200,000, but per- and Wilberforce Universities in . addition to their respective fac- that m order for some really Lln
e an
e1P i ive up 0 i
haps I can give some explanation this general vicinity. The truth of ulties, Black instructors, to give constructive and dynamic change
for this figure. Of this $200,000, the matter is that there are no the black, perspective on relevant to take place at Wright State we name.
Robert Bartholomae
$80,000 is being donated by real sincere, and substantial pro- issues and help solve th<: Black must first communicate more ~f· public funds and $120,000 is grams at Wright State to enroll Daytonian's plight.
THE GUARDIAN
being donated by private funds. Black Students.
The History Department
The money has been donated for
THE GUARDIAN is published by-monthly by Wright State
It would seem as if our super- should continue the Black HisUniversity. The opinions expressed herein are those of the
the specific purpose of building impeccable adminstration, infalli- tory course, preferably with a
editorial board and do not necessarily reflect the attitudes or
the house, and wouldn't be avail- ble in all areas at all times, is fulltime Black instructor who
opinions of the faculty or administration.
able for any other purpose. Also, attempting to put Blacks in the could teach during the day . Our
THE GUARDIAN is a member of the inter-collegiate press and
for those who don't know what "foul bag" of subtle racism, the historians should also introduce
the National Educational Advertising Service. For advertising
information call 426-665 - ext. 538.
is meant by public and private weapon used so effectively by an integrated history text to be
GUARDIAN offices are located in room 458 W Millett Hall.
funds; public funds are those Northern institutions for so long. presented under the present
funds given to Wright State Uni- The administration is, in effect, American History Survey format.
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . Charles Cornett
versity by the State of Ohio, and saying that "certainly Blacks can The Administration should also
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mickie Cook
&
private funds are those funds play in the game, if they can employ Black counselors for tf1e
Business Manager
donated by individuals and cor- find out how."
obvious reasons and for the purCartoonist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leonard Fornalik
porations.
pose of acting as liaison between
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .' .. .. Bob Arnold
The primary concern of this W.S.U. and the Black CommuniWhy $200,000? Well, first of
Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. Ann Moloney, John Brazelton ,
all, the house has to be built by University is the progress and ty.
John Walker, Clyda Talbott,
Bob
Brookshire,
Kathy
The potential role of Wright
State Labor, which is quite ex- efficiency in serving this commuStone, Marty Haber, Frank
pensive. Also, the house has to nity_ Therefore W.S.U. has direct State as a viable vehicle, in the
Gray
meet very rigid specifications, be- responsibility to the most Black Man's struggle cannot be
Photographer . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Cornett
cause it is being built to last a troubled, underprivileged portion overemphasized. It would seem,
Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Allan Spetter
of this community, Black People. however, that the adminstration
lifetime.
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Resolution Passed

Favoring Beer
The governing agency of the
new University Center, the Student Center Board , met Wednesday February 19, and unanimously passed a resolution
calling on university president
Brage Golding to permit the sale
and consumption of 3.2 beer in
the . Center. Commenting on the
action Kent Anderson, Board ·
member and sponsor of the beer
resolution, noted that the action
was taken in order to indicate
the Board's staunch support of
the beer-on-campus movement.
Voting in favor of the resolution
were Board Chairman Pam Lewis,
Rich Roy , Denny Oswald, Shelia
Lykins, Ron Paul, Jim Sillery ,
Karen Ray and John Holoviach.
In other action the Board announced tentative plans for opening ceremonies and ribbon-cutting at the Center on Tuesday,
March 24, at · 12:45 p.m. (the
first day of classes). President
Brage Golding, Student Body
President Gary Hunt and Board
Chairman Pam Lewis have been
invited to speak. The university
band will perform at the ceremonies. An informal luncheon
will be given in the Center following the ceremonies by the
Student Center Board for the
university's Board of Trustees
and representatives of other campus organizations.
In further act!on Kent Anderson suggested that the lower
hearth lounge in the Center be
iurned into ·~m informal coffee

house on Friday evenings featuring folk groups, literary talent
and other entertainment. Board
Corresponding Secretary Karen
Ray was appointed coordinator
of the Center's cultural activities.
The Board also received a report from the now defunct Student Government committee on
Student Center · Organization
chaired by John McManus. The
McManus report detailed numerous suggestions for organization ,
regulations and activities in the
Center. Board Secretary Shelia
Lykins, Rich Roy and Jim
Sillerey were asked to explore
similar experiences at other student centers and report back to
the Board.
Additional study groups appointed were John Holoviach and
Denny Oswald for beer facilities,
regulations ·and opertion in the
Center; Rich Roy for regulations
and operations in the Center's
pool room.
It was announced that Student Government is planning a
gala dance, in conjunction with
several other campus groups for
the first weekend the Center is
open. Board member Ron Paul
was appointed coordinator for
the project.
Any students interested in
working with the Student Center
Board are urged to contact Chairman Pam Lewis at ext. 243 or
through the Student Activities
Office in Allyn Hall.
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Comment. . . Saigon Euplwria
By TRAN VAN DINH

If the 1968 TET offensive
brutally awakeRed Washington
and Saigon (which had slept so
long on the "body counts" and
"hamlet evaluations," the 1969
TET celebration was marked by
the euphoric statements of imminent victory from the Saigon
military junta and the U.S. military command in South Vietnam.
But it is not difficult for even
casual obsarvers of the Vietnam
scene to see that the reality is
quite different. The U.S. and
"allied" troops (total 1,610,500)
have not won a single battle and
the politic al situation has
worsened. Opposition and
religious leaders have been arrested by the hundreds, the press has
been muted, singers were silenced
and the internal struggle for
power and money between
General Thieu and General Ky is
as intense as ever.
If the past offers some indication of the validity of the new
rosy statements coming from
Saigon in recent days, the declarations made by U.S. officials in
the last few years can be enlightening:
1962 {9,000 U.S. troops in
South Vietnam):
"U.S. aid to South Vietnam has reached a peak
and will start to level off."
- . Defense Secretary McNamara, in the New York
Times, May 12.

1963 {11,000 U.S. troops):
'"The South Vietnamese
should achieve victory in
three years." - Admiral
Harry D. Felt, commander
in chief of U.S. forces in
the Pacific, in the New
York times, January 12.
Minutes prepared by Carl. C.
1963:
Maneri
"Victory in the sense it
COMMENT BY DUPRE
would apply to this kind of
war is just months away,
The memo is a· deliberate misand I am confident that
representation of the facts. On
the reduction 1of American
February 25, 1969 there were
advis~,rs can begin any time
two, (not one) meetings of the
now. - Gen. Paul D.
mathematics faculty. During the
Hartkins, Commander of
first meeting, a vote was taken
the Military Assistance
on the first named motion and
Command in Saigon,
passe~. The meeting was then
quoted in Stars and Stripes,
adjourned. An hour later Dr.
November 1 (the day Ngo
Maneri indicated that Dean
Dinh Diem was overthrown
Coriley was n'Ot satisfied with the
by his own army).
decision reached and had Dr.
Maneri call another meeting of 1964 (16;0DO U.S. troops):
"I am hopeful we ~an bring
the mathematics department·
back additional numbm of
within the hour. There was such
men . I say this because I
a meeting at which time the
personally believe this is a
second motion menti~.1ed was
war the Vietnamese must
··. passed. Who is saved from embarfight. I don't believe we
rassment by such actions?
cal'l: take on that combat
Dr. Arthur DuPre

Who Is Saved?
The following are the minutes
of the Math Dept. Jileeting held
on. February 25, 1969, furnished
tc.' the Guardian by Dr. DuPre:

•

............. ......... .
()

The meeting was called to
consider the request of Dean
Robert T. Conley for a recommendation on Dr. Arthur M.
~Pre'. The four options given
by Dean Conley were:
1. Begin formal proceedings

to terminate Dr. DuPre 's
contract immediately.
2. Suspend Dr. DuPre' from
the classroom immediately.
3. Leave Dr. DuPre' in the
classroom until the end of
this quarter and give him
no teaching duties in the
spring quarter.
· 4 : Take no action.
The third option was chosen
in two votes.
MOTION by Mr. Alphonso
Smith
· SECONDED by· Mr. Gerald
Meike:
To leave Dr. DuPre' in the
classroom for the rest of the
term.
PASSED 14 - 1.
MOTION by Dr. Marc Low
SECONDED by Dr. Leone
Low
The department recommends
that Dr. Arthur DuPre' not be
given a teaching assignment for
the ·third quarter of his contract.
PASSED 12 - 3.

task for them." - Sec.
McNamara, in The New Republic, February 3.
1965 {184,000 U.S. troops):
"President Johnson suggested that the Viet Cong
were now 'swinging wildly .'" - The New York
Times, July 10.
.
"Mr. Mac.Namara said, 'We
have stopped losing the
war. ' " - The New York
Times, November 30.
19~~ (340,000 U.S. troops):

I see no reason to expect
any significant increase in
the level of the tempo of
operations in South Vietnam." - Sec. McNamara
quoted in a pamphlet b;
Clergy and Laytnen Concerned About Vietnam
October.
'
1967 {448,000 U.S. troops):
"During the past year tremendous progress has been
made. We have pushed the
enemy farther and farther
in to the jungles. The
ARYN troops are fighting
much better than they
were a year ago. We have
succeeded in attaining our

objectives." .._ Gen. Westmoreland, in The New Republic, July 13.
''We are very definitely
winning in Vietnam." Gen. Harold K. Johnson,
Army Chief of Staff, in
U.S. News and World Report, September 11.
"U.S. military officials said
today that the "fighting efficiency" of the Viet Cong
and Nor th Vietnamese
troops had progressively declined in the past six
months. The morale was
described as sinking fast.
"We have 600 documents
that attest to the decline in
morale," they said." - The
New York Times, November 30 (only two months
before the TET offensive).
1968 (536,000 U.S. troops):
"General Westmoreland
said the enemy is approaching a point of desperation."
- The New York Times,
May 30.
One simply has to hope that
the "New Nixon" is not caught
in the old Johnson euphoria and
suffers the same fate.

Dial-A-lecture

Learning Center Planned
The tentative plans for WSU's
Learning Center were submitted
in December. They will give a
basic idea of what the University
wants to the architects bidtling
on the structure.
The building will not exceed
four stories and will have a floor
space of 267 ,880 sq. feet. As the
report explains, "the Learning
Center of the next two decades
will combine traditional library
services with a pervasive network
of media services." This includes
tape-recording rooms, still
photography studio, an FM radio
station, closed-circuit television a
dial access information syst;m
("students will be able to dial
lectures by faculty, records of
music , readings, stage plays, .
language drills, etc." the report
says), and much more.
The building will be available
hopefully, by late 1971 or early

'72, according to library personnel.
The tentative plans now include a maximum book capacity
of 500,000 volumes; however,
the plan -says that "from the
standpoint of efficiency in shelving, the total book · collection
should not exceed 400,000
volumes or 80 percent of the
total capacity." There has been
some concern in the liberal arts
department over this planned
ceiling of the volumes on hand.
Dean Baker, Chairman of the
Liberal Arts Department, pointed
out that this numer does not
include microfilming, and he was
not upset over the limiting of the
physical volumes on hand as he
felt that microfilming would play
an important part in the library.
Dean Baker also felt that it
would be more important to
make wise selections of the
books chosen.

ARE YOU
·MISSING HALF

THE LECTURE?
Record lectures and class materla.I on the Dynaphonics cassette recorder for
playback at your convenience and review. Worldwide standard cassettes, inexpensive, snap-in loading.
full feature model with tone control, remote operation control; omni-directional
microphone, earphone, telephone pickup, rodio and hi-fl potchcord, keybool'Ci
controls, VU meter, large speaker. Provision for optional AC converter, auto
converter, footpedal, external speaker, etc.

Special Student Price
Retails for $60

0

$ 39 9 5
•

Send me the recorder. I enclose check or money order for $39.95 plus $1.60
Ohio soles tax, total $41.55. You will poy postage.

O Send C.O.D. I will pay postman for recorder plus tax, postage ond C.O.D.
charges.
NAME . . . . .......... .. ... . ...... .. .... . ... . .... .. . . . . .......... · ···
ADDRESS . ..... . ...... ... .. ... . .. ... . ...... . ... . .. .. .... . .......... .
,~

SEND TO:

DYNAPHONIC, Inc..

2975 Far Hiiia
••

t

'·

·,' .:1·.· .u

D~yton, Ohio 45429

~
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Prof Raises Hell
• • •

By ROGER RAPOPORT

College Press Service

central campus commons were a
right enjoyed by all. The school
banned the rallies there , but students assembled anyway and 500
were arrested. Were they really
breaking the law? Or were they
just being suppressed?
Zinn seems to devote a bit
too much time to arguing with
Fortas - who no doubt will be
better remembered as a Johnson
crony than as another Oliver
Wendell Holmes. Still, when he
moves away from Fortas, the
message is clear:
"Now we are the imperial
power in many areas of the
world; having crossed all the
oceans our power is smack up
against the nationalism and radicalism of the Third World, demanding change. Neither President nor Congress seems to read
the signs ; they react slowly , cautiously , laboriously,' as Louis
XVI, and George II, and Tsar
Nicholas did in their time. Vietnam is the tip-off."
As the American power struc-

Disobedience and Democracy:
The actors for "Antelope
Nine Fallacies on Law and Order.
Girl"
are
Aunt
Chini,
Cathy
By ANN MOLONEY
Thorpe; Hunter, Deam Bristo; By Howard Zinn. Random House
Adamma, the Antelope Girl, Sin- ($3.95), Vintage ($1.45).
The Wright State Speech and
nie Richardson; Laundry Ladies,
J'heatre Department will present
Ann Moloney and Nancy Teague ;
New York University's Prof.
Premiere: III, an evening of three
Andy
Arni
con
and
Sidney
Hook is touring the counFisherman,
original one-act plays March 7
Mike Donovan; · young woman, try persuading faculty members
and 8 at 8:30 pm in Oelman
Donna Hudson; Peace Corps, to bolster institutional defenses
Auditorium on the university
David Hunter; teacher, Howard against the activist demands. At
campus.
Bullis; tapster, Carl Selnick.
the University of Michigan, Prof.
·John Freer , an English Major
Those
students
working
in
Arnold Kaufman suggests that
at WSU has written and is diJohn's play "In the Begin- thespians threatened with arrest
recting "In the Beginning ... "
ning ... " are editor, Dick for performing nude should put
Paul E. Lane is directing ·
Fraher; chief, Bob -Bryenton; their clothes on: "Our main re"Antelope Girl" . by Dr. Philip
Simon, Carl Selnick; old man, sponsibility is to protect artistic
Bordinat and his own play, "EleMike
Harris; Delilah, Felicia . integrity and see that the laws
ment of Chance".
Burns; Samson, Rob Mains; lion, are complied with." And at San
"Antelope Girl" by Dr. BordiSharon Erhart; little boy, Don Francisco State, semantics profesnat, is adapted from a legend he
Vincent.
sor S. I. Hayakawa has taken the
heard while heading the English
For Mr. Lane'& play the per- acting presidency in a determined
Department at the University of
formers are young woman, Vikki effort to squelch student deNigeria. The play is centered
Lyall ; · young man, John Freer ; mands.
around the refusal of some NiFrancis Fag, Deam Bristo; chorus
But in the midst of all this, a
gerians to kill the antelope even
girls, Gail Wolf and Judy Overly. ,.Jew '~utspoken professors have
if the village is starving. Dr.
consistently championed student
Bordinat commented that he
rights. One of them is Howard
Zinn, a government professor at ture continues to isolate itself
Boston University. His pamphlet from the rest of the world and
(it is scarcely long enough to be from its own young, the situaa book) is a timely reminder for tion becomes more critical. There
those administrators ·and faculty ar~ burgeoning numbers of young
members who insist that all deci- people who share Zinn's doubts
sions must be made by their that the United States will
committees after hearing student change fast enough to salvage
pleas. And it is also fair warrung either itself or the world.
'to those who believe the interests
The current student revolt is
of the state. always reign ov~r the perhaps our best indication of
interests of the people.
the future. If the universities are
"The · government is not unable to resolv~ the challenge of
synonymous with the pe.ople of civil disobedience with anything
the nation: it is an·· artificial short of MACE, then it is doubtdevice, set up by the citizens for ful that the country will be able
certain purposes. It is endowed to cap the rising wave of social
with no sacred aura; rather , it revolution.
needs to be watched, scrutinized,
opposed, changed and even overJohn Freer (middl~) -Practices lines for
Blacks just aren't going to sit
thrown and replaced when neces"Element of Chance,1 1 .with Vicki Lyall and
around spitting watermelon seeds
sary."
at racist cops. Young people
.. Zinn's book is written as a
Deam Bristow
aren't going to be content with
response to Supreme Court Jusshoveling manure into draft
tice Abe Fortas' widely dissemiboard files, students aren't going
nated pamphlet, "Concerning
to sit in the president's office
Civil ·Disobedience." Fortas
patiently .waiting for a concilia·
argues for law and order: "Each
tory phone call.
individual is bound by all the
With these rapidly developing
laws under the Constitution."
Sinnie Richardson and
battle lines, the faculty have a
Zinn reminds us of the way
Deam Bristow try on cos- government whim supplants civil choice. Either they can cower
tumes for "Antelope Girl" rights. He argues that a wide with the administration or be
variety of tactics, including civil like Zinn and come out into the
disobedience, are absolutely nec- ope·n with the students. Those
naive enough to think "law and
essary if citizens are to protect
order" means protection for their
their individual rights.
He reminds us that the gov- academic sanctuary are trapped.
If the students win the campus
ernment is using the law to hide
struggle, these faculty will be
the truth. Order is of course the
pretext on which totalitarian re- completely discredited as admingimes in every nation ban politi- istration water boys.
If the government wins,
cal parties, make secret arrests
and· Mr Paul Lane discuss
they'll soon find out that "law
and censor newspapers.
"Our government," he says, is and order" means state suppresLane's play "Element of
"trying to preserve a social peace sion. Already the University of
which harbors drug addiction, California Regents are invading
alcoholism, mental illness, crimes the privileged academic sanctuary
of violence, and all those thou- to regulate decisions on course
sands of instances of dispair credit. Future developments need
~ which will never be entered in
little imagination. On the other
hospital records or police blotters hand, if professors form a coali!!!l because
they have been safely tion with the students, they will
contained by society's instru- fare better. If the coalition wins
ments of control. The nation the universities will be liberated
Bob Bryenton c~nc·en:remains unperturbed by the dis- from state domination. If it
trates on his lines
order within each individual and .loses, the faculty and students
for John Freer' s play• is quite pleased so long as that will be in a position to rightly
does not break out and reveal abandon the educational instituitself as a 'disturbance of the tions as worthless, perhaps to set
up free universities in a better
~ace.'"
PATRONtZJt OUR
atmosphere.
When
things
get
tight
the
ADVERTISERS
Academia may not be Spain
ruling
forces
can
slap
on
a
few
MENTION THE
GUARDIAN
extra laws to inhibit all personal before World War II, but it is
Dick Fraher and Bob Bryenton reherse as John Freer
freedom. Take San Francisco now engaged in a battle of lastwatches and directs his play 11 In the Beginng •••• 11
State. Traditionally rallies on the ing significance.
heard . the story told in many
different ways, so he put it in a
modern setting and situation.
"In the Beginning . .. " is a
lighhearted look at the poor
souls . who were delegated to
write the Bible, their trials and
tribulations. John commented
"that it presents the idea of
giving credit where credit is
due." The major part of the play
takes place in an editor's office
where the editor and his assistant
try to write as the "Chief' commands.
Paul E.' Lane's play "Element
of Chance" deals with a young
man under the threat of the
bomb looking for an honest relationship with another human
being. The two people he meets
seem only to be interested in
him for their own selfish reasons.
Admission to the plays will be
$1.50 and tickets will be . available .at the door.

. ~-~
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Review . ..
The Living Theater

A Carwon
Masterpiece

By GARY HOUSTON
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

By PHILIP ELWOOD

The Living Theatre is one of whom "the meanings yet to
seventeen acting ensembles in the come" will be different from
country (mostly from New York) those enjoyed by the ensemble .)
which comprise the Radical
When asked how the Living
Theatre Repertory .
Theatre will ever be able to
According to the program communicate with the majority
sheet for Mysteries and Smaller of non-theatre-going Americans,
Pieces, all of these groups are "in Beck has said:
the vanguard of a new phe" . . .I think this problem repnomenon in theatrical and social resents our next important work.
history - the spontaneous gener- We have to get out of that
ation of communal playing (commercial) theatre which
troups, sharing voluntary caters to the bourgeois elite
poverty, making experimental which has the habit and advancollective creations, and utilizing tage of going to the theatre
space, time, minds and bodies in today, the cultural elite. That is,
manifold new ways that meet the we have to get out of that
demands of our explosive architecture ; we have to begin to
period."
get to those people who are
Unfortunately, the only damage , repressed by the whole
ensemble in the Repertory which system into believing the theatre
has been able to really be in this is not for them, that they are
revolutionary vanguard has been too stupid to go, that they canthe Living Theatre, the only not understand it. Our work is to
company with enough money find them, to get them and have
and prestige to go on tour. The a meaningful dialogue with
Living Theatre - also called "Le
According to one's breadth of
Living" - has just returned from inclusiveness, the "damaged"
a tour of Europe where its ones are just as likely to be the
legend percolated back to the greatmass According to one's
states for four and a hal_f years. bredth of inclusiveness, the
In this respect its leaders, "damaged" ones are just as likely
Julian Beck and his wife, Judith to be the great mass of TVMalina, have taken the old route watchers enclaved in white Amerof the American artist who could ican suburbs as it is the black
get recognition in America only and poor stuck in the urban
after receiving it across the slums. It is no longer facetious to
Atlantic. And before the sensa- say that both segments of our
tional ascendance of its name in people - one in misery, the
the circles of moneyed American other in boredom - dwell in
supporters, the Becks and their ghettos.
company did not have an easy
I hope that troops like the
time of it.
Becks' are up to the task, but I
They began in the late forties am cynical enough to know that
and produced their first series of it is a task too great to be done
plays, at New York's Cherry in one "stage" ; it will take generl.ane, in 1951. They stayed there · ations beyond the Becks - asfor a yea~, taking the narrative, suming that the Living Theatre
word-dependent theatrical pieces
d
lik .
k-of Stein Rexroth Eliot and an
groups
e it can eep
others, ~d trying to phy~lcalize abreast of the chan~es in milieu
them beyond the imagination of caused by ~n. expandmg and everthe tests they were working with. more sophisticated technology.
For eleven years they resided in
two other theatres in Manhattan
And what is their effect on
(one on One Hundredth Street the prime turf _ the urban midand the other on Fourteentl1' dle-dass the academic and freeStr~et) and. they were carried, in style i~tellectuals, the radical
then theatncal sense and format, young and white the Jewish
along a conveyor belt which took +>ourgeois (Beck's' own backtI:iem farther and farther away ground) and the members of the
from the use of ~ords in the liberal Establishment? The Living
conveyance of meanmlg.
.
Theatre played in New York,
1 am not mere y punrung Bo
d
h
h I
h · "
,,
ston, Rochester an
ot er
w en emp asize convey· 0.ne cities before coming to Chicago's
gets the _conveyance of me~nmg Hyde Park. In Boston, a riot was
or meanings
from a particular al mos t crea t ed a t the en d of
.
play; but m a sense prophets and
Paradise Now when • the cast,
revolutionaries (scientific.
stripped to the legal G-string and
utopian, and religious) apprecibra limits, exhorted the audience
ate, the conveyance of meaning
to go out with them and "free
is temporal, and the language
the streets" as the cast had freed
Beck talks - of his company
the theater.
going through various stages of
Paradise Now , as a result, had
its own awareness of the nature been considered
a success there.
of men (and of how they can be People did things.
Was it unsucaware of themselves) - indicates cessful in Chicago,
where it was
that the most meaningful too cold outside for anyone to
moments of the Living Theatre's demonstrate in the streets?
experience are yet to come .
Temperature , temperament and
The Living Theatre and the action: no drama tic criteria have
Becks have become legendary to been developed to answer such a
those who have heard of, but not question.
yet seen, them; for "legendary"
IS a status belonging to those
w~ose reputation precedes their
There's always free cheese ~ a
actual appearance. (This ~eview
mouse trap but who ever saw a
has a responsibility, then, to the
happy mouse there?
many readers who have yet to
unknown source
see the Living Theatre and for

• •

"RACHEL, RACHEL": Joanne Woodward, starring in the title
role, takes direction from her husband, Paul Newman, for a
scene in the Warner Bros.-Seven Arts film, the first he has
directed. "Rachel, Rachel" has brought them acclaim for their
acting and directing, respectively; both are strong Academy
Award contenders.

''The Yellow Submarine" is an
80 minute animated cartoon film
which uses art nouveau caricatures of the Beatles, impersonations of their voices in dramatic
roles, and Ringo, John, Paul and
George singing and playing on
four new numbers and seven
from their earlier repertoire.
\
It is the best animated movie
anyone has ever produced, seen,
or heard. So brilliant, so lively ,t
so magnificently magical that the
post-midnight crowd at the Film
Fesitval applauded and cheered
intermittently throughout the
showing. At the end we all stood
and roared our approval at the
now distressingly empty screen.

COLORS IN MOTION
THE BIG BOUNCE": Ryap
O'Neal and Leigh TaylorYoung (they're Mr. and Mrs.
O'Neal) star in Warner

Bros.-Seven Arts' contemporary drama, in which Van
Heflin, James Daly and Lee
Grant play other top roles.
Alex March directed the William Dozier production.

Review "Soul on Ice·"
trees, listened, head noddmg to
the beat of faint drumbeats from
afar, sucking in fresh breezes
(CPS) - "The souls of black ·from our most penetrating
folk," writes critic Maxwell thinkers; and now he confronts
Geismar in the introduction to us with a wild cry of independCleaver's work, "are the best ence.
His voice is matter-of-fact,
mirror in which to see the White
clear, and authoritative. DescribAmerican"
To read American history as . ing a day in the life of prison
reported by most whites, Ameri- inmates or the link between
ca has had unparalleled success as white oppression at home and
a bastion of freedom, justice, and neo colonialism abroad, he imopportunity. It is voices like presses his readers with the same
Cleaver's that reflect the hideous cool logic found in Malcolm X's
shadow of a nation that has Autobiography.
True, he is not a college gradpreached one thing and practiced
another. Frederick Douglass, the uate, and occasionally his lack of
famous 19th century black disciplined intellect sends him
orator, knew it and in eloquent out on some very shaky limbs.
Yet his b r illiantiy eclectic
tones put it were it's at:
analyses of the psychological
"To him (the black man) your
stereotype constructs of whites,
celebration is a sham; your boastas wen · as of emasculated blacks,
ed liberty, an unholy license;
is nothing short of the kind of
your national greatness, swelling
self-taught genius of Frederick
vanity; your sounds of rejoicing
Douglass or Malcolm X. The
are empty and heartless; your
depth of his work will not yield,
denunciation of tyrants brasseven before such truly scientific
fronted impudence; your shouts
works as Franz Fanon's Black
of liberty and equality, hollow
Skin White Masks.
mockery; your prayers and
In an age when writers' cahumns, your sermons and thanksreers are, for the most part,
givings, with all your religious
controlled, directed, and manipuparade and solemnity are, to
lated by a clique of New York
him, more bombast, fraud decepsyncophants; where mediocrity
tion, impiety, and hypocrisy - a
and acquiesence to the establishthin veil to cover up crimes
ed order are hustled into the
which would disgrace a nation of
best-seller lists, Soul on Ice is a
savages. .. "
strong, healthy breeze from the
Cleaver's is a voice out of the
West Coast.
wilderness of society's most oppressed jungle. From its confines
continued on page t O
he has climbed to the tops of the
By CARL WORD

College Press Service

BLOOD DONORS
Cash Paid •••
$10.00
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Parental Consent Neceaury -

.

Muet Be 18

DAYTON BIOLOGICAL INCORP.
165 E. Helena

224-1973
_

You have never seen colors in
motion and conflict the way
"Yellow Submarine" splashes
them around. The animation
(reputedly the result of over a
half-million separately drawn
frames) makes the fantastic believable; even the most obscure
and involved optical illusions
(and Y .S. is full of them) are so
entertaining and vivid that the
illogical bec9mes logical.
The plot centers around Old
Fred, conductor of Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band, who is
also (fittingly) called Capt.
Ulysses on occasion. He is the
sole survivor of the blightful invasion of Pepperland by the Blue
Meanies, a collection of the most
frightful blue bullies around.
The old gentleman evades the
Flying Glove, the Apple Bonkers
and such, finding refuge in the
Yellow Submarine which is
perched, Ark on Ararat style,
atop an Aztec-like pyramid.
THE PIER
Sailing or floating (the distinction is irrelevant, here) the Yellow Sub eventually gets to "The
Pier," a ramshackle edifice whose
interior is a palace-like collection
of doors, strange happenings ... and Beatles.
Rin1m oersuades his three n~l"
to help Old Fred rescue Pepperland from the Meanies, and
trom there on the film is the
most fetching and wonderful joy
ride you've ever had.
The little Sub journeys
through eight "seas" (Time, Music, Heads, Holes , Nowhere, etc.)
and each is a fresh mind-blowing
experience. Strange beasts, wild
occurences, old film clips, and
Lennonish puns are juxtaposed
within the frenetic psychedelica
on the screen.

RECOLOR.ED
The "Time" sequence, the
dancing "Holes" portion and- the
exquisite "Nowhere Man" section
are especially memorable, as is
the recoloring of Pepperland
which provides the climax.
The ending would benefit by
cutting and editing, but the hundreds of technicians, artists (and
three directors) have produced,
in "Yellow Submarine" THE animated cartoon masterpiece, certainly, for this generation - if
not for the century.
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Student Participation
Opportunities Expanded

)

\

Karate Club Exhibit
"the art of self defense"
The Ka~ate Club at Wright
State had an .exhlbitio.n on ~ebruary 12th demonstratmg vanous
maneuv~~s in th.e "art of self
defense.
.
The club performed basic
maneuvers necessary for first promotion. Defensive patterns called
"kata's" were performed by Rick
Greeson, Gene Maslow and Mr.
Nitsuo Nozaki. Naslow and
Naxaki also demonstrated advanced stages of karate . . The effectiveness of . the karate type
punch was -.shown by Maslow in
the breaking ·of 3% inch boards.
Bru,ce Williams exhibited the effective~ess of the first basic kick.

The club would like to have
ne~ members, especially young.

ladies. Those interested may call
the WSU .Karate Club nn·Monday
and Wednesday between 4 and 6
p.m. Phone number is 878-8964.
·

Instructors for the club include Mitsuo Nozaki, 3rd degree
black belt; Robert Fryer, 2nd ·
degree black belt. Bob Fryer also
spoke at this particular exhibition.
Members of the club are Gene
Maslow, brown belt; Rick Greeson, green belt; Steve Miller,
purple belt; Ray Wasson, purple
belt; Bruce Williams, _purple belt;
Jim Lahanas, purpfo belt; and
Gary Van Oss, purple belt.

Student Government has sig- junior marketing major, member
nificantly expanded the oppor- of Sigma Tau Epsilon and the
tunities for meaningful student Student Center Board. Also
participation on university com- nominated and presently awaiting
mittees . in the last month. Most confirmation as an alternate was
importantly, two students were Kent Anderson.
Also nominated to Academic ,
seated as full members of the
Academic Council at the Febru- Council sub-committees and'
ary Council meeting. The Stu- awaiting Council confirmation
dent Senate named Student Body were: Dick Boss, a freshman
President Gary Hunt and Senator management major and member
Dave Edmundson to the Council of Beta Phi Omega; Jim Glaser, a
seats. Max McKay and Charmian junior marketing major, Vice(Susie) Anderson were named as President of Sigma Tau Epsilon
Council alterntes. In addition to and junior class senator; Robert
being a senior class Senator Ed- Arnold, a junior education major;
mundson is a political science
major and member of CODE.
Hunt is a senior political science
major. Alternate McKay is a
senior class Senator, an elementary education major, and a
Unbeknownst to the majority
member of Theta Delta Phi. of lesser attentive students at
Susie Anderson · is a member of Wright State there is an intrathe Council's Student Affairs mural sports program. Some have
Committee and a sophomore complained about the lack of
psychology major. Special stu- facilities for intramural sports,
dent body elections for these but it would seem some prefer
positions will be held immediate- complaining to inves~igation.
ly following authorization grantThe Wright State Riding
ed by approval of the Student Academy is in existence and it is
open to students at the UniversiBody Constitution.
In addition several other ap- ty. Presently there is room for
pointments have been announced more participation.
Riding can be as exhilarating
for university committees: named
as alternates to the Student Af- as a fast game of ping pong or a
fairs Committee were Alan An- scrimmage in basketball and proderson, a junior education major vide even more of a spiritual
and Chairman of the Inter Club uplift. A horse can be much
Council and Inter Varsity more responsive than a ping pong
Christian Fellowship; Ron Paul, a ball.

and Jack Layh, a graduate student and Chairman of CODE, to
the Artist and Lecture Series
Committee. Ann Mahlman, a
junior speech education major as
alternate to the bookstore committee. Richard Reiter , a fresh·
man political science major to
the Library committee and Mike
Harris, a sophomore drama major
and Senate Parlimentarian to the
ad hoc committee on Faculty
advisors to student organizations.
Several other openings are
available on university and divisional committees for student
participation. Any interested students should contact Kent Anderson in Student Government at
ext. 273 or 274 through the
Office of Student Activities in
Allyn Hall.

Equestrians Unite
You've never ridden a horse?
Don't let that stop you, many of
the present members had never
ridden a horse before they joined. With three excellent instructors any member can learn about
horses and riding.
The club does have it's own
horses and keeps them without
University funds. The club also
maintains 7 5 acres of land on
which to ride.
Meetings are the first and
third Sundays of the month at
7:00 in the Eleanor Brown house
across from the intersection of
Bellbrook Fairfield Pk. and Air- ·
way.

''THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE!****
I DOUBT THAT TBE BEATLES THEM·
SELVES CAN TOP THEIR 'YELLOW
SUBMARINE'. BOLD . AND DAZZUNG
·••• FANTASTIC ADVENTURES!"
-Wanda Hale, Daily News

"A FIESTA OF COLOR AND A BARREL
OF WIT, DELIGHTFUL TO WATCH."
-Wiiiiam Wolf, CUE Magazine

VILLAGJ: INN PIZZA PARLOR

"IT IS SHEER DEUCBT. THE
ANIMATlON IS SUPERB ••• OP,
POP AND PSYCHEDELIC!"

D' RINK~IM
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY NIGHT

-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

$1.00 & Student l.D. Buys
A PITCHER OF BEER!
AllO

\

WEDNESDAY NITE - ''THE FREEWHEELERS"

I

Live Country, Folk, and Pop Mualc

i

THURSDAY NITE - "OLO TIME MOVIES"
V.1.P.P.
2335 8. Smithville Rd.
Kettering, Ohio
254-6275

WSU PRESENTS • • •
Premiere III
March 7 and 8 at 8 O'Clock
March 9 at 3 O'Clock
In Oelman Auditorium
A pr~sentation of 3 one-ad plays written by Dr. Philip
8ord1nat, Mr. Paul Lane and John Freer. Watch for
information and ticket sales in weeks to come.

'THIS
FILM
MAYBE
FIRST
BURST IN
A WHOLE
NEW ERUPTION
OF SPONTANEOUS
CLEE!JOYFUL
ABSURDITY,
IMPUDENT CHARM
AND PAZZAZ !''

••THE WILD.TRIP IS UNFOR.GETIABLE. WONDERFUL,
IMAGINATIVE! BY FAR
THE BF.ST!"
-Maurice Rapf, Family Circle

''A FAMILY
MOVIE JN THE
TRUEST SENSEFOR PARENTS
WHO CAN SEE
THE BEST OF
WHAT BEING
NEWLY YOUNG
IS ALL.ABOUT."
-Renata Adler,
New York Times

-LOOK Magazine

Exclusive Area Engagement

....

.::-;J-=.l/ COUii ~. 9~L·•

. .Starts Wednesday

MARCH 12th

~~~.~T
.. .......... . ......... ...
~
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Screeching Tires

Heard at WSU
By DON WI LL I AMS
WSU Touring Club member

It should have been quiet at
Wright · State Campus last Sunday, February 23, but instead
the sound of racing engines and
screeching tires (a not too unusual sound during the week)
spl,it the air. It was called an
autocross and it was the first
event of the newly formed
Wright State Touring Club.
Fifty-five cars of assorted size~
and shapes entered the event and
competed for class trophies and
for the fastest time of day trophy.
Everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves. The event seemed to
draw young and old alike. On@
fellow, carrying a brid case, said
he had intended to go to the
library and study but the show
outside seemed more interesting.
The object- of an autocross is
to drive a car through a designated course as quickly as possible.
For this event the WSUTC used
rubber pylons to set up a course
of decreasing figure englits with a'
slalom at the end. Equipment
and insurance was on loan from
· the Sports Car Club of America,
which ¢a-sponsored the event.
The fastest time of day was
accomplished by Jay Free, driving his Porsche through the
course in 1:14 flat.

ICC Proposes
~ Toast! ! !

Gary Price, a Sophomore at WSU, in his super-charged Sprite.
One o the fastest imes was turned in by Jay Free who drove
this Porsche.

Super WSU jalopies line up in the staging area.

Classrooms Go To Europe
Nine groups, each containing
twenty to thirty selected American college students, will form
seminars in various European
cities next summer to study the
language, culture and civilization
of these countries during a nineweek stay. Designed for the serious student who does not plan
to see all of Europe in a short
summer, Classrooms Abroad tries
to give him a more• profound
experience through a summer of
living in one of the following
cities: Berlin or Tubingen in Germany; Vienna in Austria; Vichy,
Grenoble or Rouen in France;
Neuchatel in Switzerland; Barcelona in Spain, and Florence,
Italy.
Graded classes in small sections of six to ten students, each
under the supervision of American and. and native professors,
will deal with the reading of

P.E.T. Holds
Induction
By DOUG BOYD

Pet Chairman

Bob Coons chugs along in his. Renaul(4 CV. - - ·-

By MARTY HABER

Guardian Staff Writer

The Inter-Club Council in a
meeting two weeks ago decided
in · favor of 3 .2% beer on campus.
lCC member Richard Bishop said
that certain regulations were proposed to President Golding as the
final decision rests with him.
Beer will be sold only in a
limited space in the student center , probably in the hearth area
or a blocked off area of the
cafeteria. This is to avoid conflict
between drinking and non-drinking students. Beer sales will not
start until 11 a.m.
Bishop also said that the
council felt that the amount of
beer consumed per student
should be left up to the discretion of the individual. He added
that the bartender will also limit
the amount of beer sold to each
person if he feels any particular
student has gone overboard.
Bishop emphasized that even
though beer is sold on campus,
students will be subject to school
rules and violators will be dealt
with through appropriate channels.

F ehruary Successful Month
By DICK BOSS

The Fraternities and Sororities
are pleased to announce that the
month of February has been a
very successful one in social
activities.
On February 1st Beta Phi
Omega sponsored an Ice Skating
Party at Icelandia. The event was
open, and free to all W.S.U.
students and their dates. The
turnout was great, and the event
was enjoyed by all who came.
The first open dance of the
month was held by Sigma Tau
Epsilon at the Knights of Columbus Hall in Fairborn. It was their
annual "Hippie Party" beads and
bell bottoms being the "thing".
Continuous music "was supplied
from 8:30 to 1:00 by "The Ice"
and "The Aggregate Society." A
correction from a previous paper:

Wesley Vanover is the new secretary and Ted Valley is the new
treasurer of Sigm a Tau Epsilon.
01f Valentine's Day, Phi
Theata Omega sponsored an open
"Sadie Hawkins Valentine's
Dance" at Forrester's Hall. The
Demons, one of the outstanding
bands in the Dayton area, provided the entertainment, and with
everybody's participation, the
dance was an all around success.
The Phio Theata Omega Sorority,
through the month of February,
is collecting for the Heart Fund.
Volunteers are located at ElderBeerman's Siebenthaler.
Kappa Delta Chi held it's
Annual Pledge Banquet on Saturday night, February 22, 1969, at
the "Fairmont Inn' .in Kettering.
Being the only Sorority to pledge
this term, they have had very
successful pledge activities.
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"We have found through
many years of experience that it
is quite possible, even if you
don't know a word of the language, to learn more than a
year's worth of college German,
French, Spanish or Italian in the
course of a summer", says Dr.
Hirschbach, Director of Classrooms Aboard, "provided that
we get serious and mature students who are willing to mix
business with plea~Jre." Dr.
Hirschbach, who also heads the
German-language groups, teaches
at the University of Minnesota.
The French groups will be directed by Dr. John K. Simon,
Professor of French and English
at the University of Illinois, and
the Spanish and Italian groups
will be led by Dr. Charles Affron
of New York University.
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Wright State University's officially recognized honor Society
Phi Eta Tau, held its winter
induction on Sunday, Feb. 25,
1969 at 7:30 p.m. in Oelman
Hall auditorium. Appro~ately
103 individuals were inducted into the honor society. Guest
speaker at the induction was Dr.
Morris Keeton, Academic VicePresident of Antioch College,
who spoke on academic achievement and student initiative. He
stressed to those in attendance
that we should be both "loving
critics" and "critical lovers" of
the school we attend.
This is Phi Eta Tau's fourth
year as an honor society here at
Wright State. To qualify for
membership, you must initially
attain a · 3 .5 average for one
quarter and then maintain a 3 .0
cumulative average following this.
Phi Eta Tau is probably the
organization having the greatest
membership here at Wright State .
of approximately 300 or more
members. Meetings are held regularly and will be announced.
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Members of Classrooms
Abroad will live with private
families in each city, eat many of
their meals with their hosts and
share the activities of their sons
and daughters. They will have
ample opportunities to meet
young people from student, religious, and political organizations.
Regular attendance at theatres,
concerts, and movies as well as
visits to museums, libraries, factories, youth organizations, and
other points of interest are included in the program. Each
group will follow its seven-week
stay in a city or town with an
optional two-week tour of German, French, Spanish or Italian
areas. Since most programs end
in mid-August, participants have
a chance to remain in Europe for
private travel after the program.
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classical and modern texts, the
daily press, contemporary problems, conversation and composi
tion, pronunciation, and grammar. Students will also hear lectures on history and literature
and meet with .outstanding personalities. They will have full
auditing privileges at the university in each of the ·selected towns
and cities and will participate in
all academic and social activities
with German, Austrian, French,
Swiss, Spanish and Italian students.
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. constrict such freedom. We feel
that ~ur obligation as faculty is
to join in their (students') def~nse . " · ·
Students are demanding to
know what role the administration .played in the arrests. A
. further conflict has arisen over
the discovery that the school's
attorney is in the same law firm
as is the town's D.A.
A fifteen-member student
"Steering Committee to Reform
the University" submitted seven
"non-negotiable" demands t o the
school's administration pledging
further action if the demands are
not met by next week. They
include action on the Douglass
Association's (the campus black
studen t group) dema nds ;
. women's rights (allowing women
to live off campus, no hours,
etc.); end to ROTC accreditation ;
no military recruiters; and withdrawal of the rule allowing the
sehool indiscriminate dismissal of
those whose "conduct is prejudicial to the goocl name of the

university."
You Are Invited
To Attend
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And aren't you happy! You can
wear the briefest skirts, the
slimmest slacks, anything you
. want:~~ytfme yiW \l!l!~~;-~ithout
ever worrying about noticeable
bulges or the possibility of odor
forming. You use Tampax tampons.
Worn internally, they eliminate
the bother of belts, pins and pods.
And most important, Tampax
tampons do away with the discomfort of chafing and rubbing.
You feel secure and perfectly
comfortable every day of the month.·
Tamp ax tampons, available in
three absorbency-sizes: Regular,
Super and Junior. Neat. Convenient. Completely disposable.
· Try Tampax tampons and see
how great it is when nobody
notices. Not even you.
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students who act responsibly into
the processes of decison-making
and reform more than they have
and thus encourage responsible
action in the future.
Hunt commented that he felt
"the conference was successful
largely because both the presidents and . the · vice-presidents
reached a level of agreement and
understanding that has never before been achieved. This conference will point the way for more
frequent and, hopefully , more
productive dialogues between the
two groups."

